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CELEBRATING 2021! A LETTER FROM CEO, ANDREW MACK
What a year it has been for Agromovil! Huge technology advances, geographical expansion across Africa,
new pilots, new partners, new team members, and new learning. The big stories of the year - supply chain,
food security, and climate - all highlighted the need for tools and data to serve global small ag, the need
for Agromovil. Great thanks to our fantastic team members and colleagues across 9 time zones who did
creative world-changing work, and to you, the Agromovil community. Stay safe, keep growing, and here's to
an exceptional 2022!
Development: Launched Agromovil V 1.3 - featuring improved security + login, enhanced UI/UX, market
feedback, advanced product search, targeted in-app messaging, and more.
Engagement: 47% of producers have posted at least once on the app since the launch of V 1.3.

Co-ops: Became a recognized tool of ICA (International
Cooperative Association), was one of a few non-coops to
receive a .coop domain, and strengthened partnerships w/
many coops, like TAHA and ASCOOP.
Language: Developed a system to get new Latin script
languages running on the platform within a matter of weeks.
Speed: Increased app processing speed by 200%, connecting
users with data, offers, and orders in no time.
Users: Saw over 120% growth in users over the last 3 months.
Expansion: Built strong partnerships with orgs like USDA that
unlocked funding and led to multi-country growth.
Click on image for more!

Covid-19 forever changed the way we think about
traditional face-to-face markets. The pandemic has
made in-person deals often impossible for small
farmers around the world, massively disrupting the
industry that feeds communities large and small.
Technology is the way forward, but solutions need to be
both simple and valuable to farmers from the outset.
That is why Agromovil is excited to announce our latest
partnership with Colombia’s Chamber of Electronic
Commerce as part of the YaEstoyOnline program
sponsored by Google. The program will highlight and
support Agromovil’s work to strengthen the Colombian
agricultural sector by enhancing the tech capacity of
farmers and agripreneurs. The Chamber will also
introduce Agromovil to more potential partners to
expand our impact and presence across Colombia.

YA ESTOY ONLINE!
WORKING WITH
COLOMBIAN CHAMBER
OF ELECTRONIC
COMMERCE ON GOOGLE
SPONSORED PROGRAM

YaEstoyOnline is an initiative born of the COVID-19
pandemic that seeks to transform e-commerce in
Colombia, introducing more businesses to online
markets, strengthening their digital capabilities, and
developing the economy to be more resilient in the
face of swift and significant change brought on by the
pandemic. The joint project will also help the
Colombian government learn about the needs and
experiences of small farmers from across the country.
So far, YaEstoyOnline has reached more than 400,000
Colombians, including farmers, agricultural buyers,
cooperatives, and more.

NO AVOCADO LEFT BEHIND: TACKLING WASTE IN TANZANIA

Over the past few months, Agromovil has developed a series of new features and backend systems, such
as a rapid app translation process, to support our global expansion – which we’ve been pleased to launch
in the field with Tanzanian onion farmers. Growing from that effort, Agromovil has expanded work in
Tanzania with USDA and TAHA to do an intensive pilot with avocado farmers in the Njombe region.
The global avocado trade is fast-moving by nature - every moment lost from harvest to sale reduces the
product's worth. After all, nobody wants an old avocado. Still, though many Tanzanian avocados are
exported, an estimated 40% of the superfruits presented for international sale are not taken by exporters. So
what happens to those still delicious, but not quite export-grade avocados? The answer is that over half
are lost – up to 20% of total production – because they can’t quickly and simply find a home in the
domestic market.
Enter Agromovil to save one of the world’s favorite products! As part of our pilot, TAHA farmers using the
app will be able to quickly redirect rejected avocados to domestic sale – while they are still tasty and
valuable – cutting down waste and increasing farmers’ profits. The same day avocados are not chosen for
international sale, they can find a new local home – providing delicious benefits to farmer and buyer alike.
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UPCOMING PROJECT
WITH COMULTRASAN
+ FEDEVELEÑOS

Processing companies play key roles in the ag sector purchasing and transforming harvested goods into
juice, pulp, fuel, and all manner of valuable end
products. Producer associations support these
processors, helping them reduce risk in unpredictable
markets. A recent example from Colombia shows how
Agromovil can connect processors with supply of raw
materials, improving supply chain efficiency, prices, and
sales – making the match in this case to put regional
delicacies on the table year-round.
CHALLENGE: In Velez, Colombia, the FedeVeleños
association of nearly 100 producers of "Bocadillo," a
treat prepared with guava pulp and sugar cane,
wrapped in bijao (corn or banana leaves), faces
supply issues because it has limited visibility into guava
and bijao production outside of the Velez region. They
currently rely on intermediaries to provide inputs when
regional supply is low - taking value away from both
the processors and the farmers.

OPPORTUNITY: FedeVeleños members not only need to efficiently find inputs nationwide, but also need to
plan their Bocadillo production given this sourcing expansion, ultimately reducing operational uncertainty
and cutting out the middleman.
FIELD SUCCESS: With Agromovil, Bocadillo producers can quickly search for and make purchasing offers on
guava and bijao available throughout Colombia. FedeVeleños management has also teamed up with a
guava producer association, using Agromovil to make more matches and guarantee supply.

AGROMOVIL WELCOMES A NEW TEAM MEMBER

Team Agromovil welcomes Anna Thompson, an analytics and entrepreneurship
student at Miami University, as a Communications Intern. Anna has a strong
background in social media growth and branding – and is an entrepreneur herself,
having started a food truck business at the age of 15. Anna is also a farmer, with
experience on a small, organic farm in Michigan.

YOU'RE A PART OF TEAM AGROMOVIL
Agromovil has new swag and we want the world to see it! The first 25 readers to
email madison@agromovil.co will be sent a free Agromovil sticker. Stick it on your
favorite laptop, travel mug, bicycle, or guitar case - and make sure to post a photo
of you with your new sticker and tag Agromovil (social media info included with
sticker order). Show the world you support putting technology in the hands of small
farmers everywhere - and we'll send you more stickers to share with friends, family,
buyers, and farmers near you!

LET'S
GROW!

Share our story. Help us connect to investors or other funding opportunities. Be part of Team
Agromovil. Connect with us at contact@agromovil.co.
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